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AX, TT & DE  
 

Driving Events Proposal #1 – Change to SS Classes Wheel and 
Tire Restrictions - APPROVED 
 
Executive Summary: 
 
Current SS Class rules allow: 
 
- Aftermarket wheels which may increase the front and rear track up to 14mm 
(as well as provide improved performance in the form of lighter wheels) 
  
- Tires up to 20mm wider section width than stock 
 
- Tires with treadwear ratings down to 140 (and in a few cases, lower).  
 
The creation of 200 TW SCCA “Showroom Stock” tires has created a 
situation where members who run the OEM tire or other regular street tires 
are unfairly disadvantaged, and must purchase the faster tires in order to be 
competitive. 
 
This change would prohibit the following in SS Classes: 
 
- The use of non-stock wheels 
 
- The use of non-stock tire sizes 
 
- The use of 200 TW and lower non-OEM tires 
 
- The use of 199 TW and lower OEM or Porsche N-spec tires 
 
This proposal also simplifies the list of non-allowed changes in SS classes. 
 
 
Current Rule: 
 
II DRIVING EVENT CLASSES 

. 

. 

. 
D. Class definitions are as follows: 
 
1.   STREET STOCK CLASSES  

. 

. 
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. 
The following are specifically allowed: 
a) Any US Spec factory original equipment, whether stock or optional, for 
that model and year of car.  Factory options (not aftermarket products, except 
wheels) may be installed after delivery of the vehicle only if they were originally 
available for that year and model.  
b) Aftermarket or different factory wheels except as prohibited in 
paragraph o., below. Section XIII Part K requires that the tire must be covered 
by the fender. 
 
The following modifications are specifically not allowed: 
a) Any aftermarket enhancement listed in Section III that is not mentioned 
in the above list of allowed modifications. 
b) Tire tread wear ratings less than 140 or less than the OEM tire tread 
wear for that model and year of car, whichever is lower. 
c) Any tire that is not street legal  
d) Modification or removal of catalytic converter or aftermarket 
replacement of original mufflers 
e) Modification or replacement of factory airbox, air intake system or filter 
to increase flow 
f) Headers or aftermarket exhaust 
g) Aftermarket mass airflow kits  
h) DME chips, ECU flashing or other engine management reprogramming 
i) Modifications that require 100+ octane fuel  
j) Lightweight flywheels  
k) Enlarging fenders beyond factory dimensions. 
l) Reduction of weight by removal or swapping out of any stock 
components (with the exception wheels and tires as outlined above). However, 
loose items such as the spare tire, tools, jack, manual, floor mats, and 
detachable targa roof (AX only -- roof must be in place for DE/TT) may be 
removed. 
m) Any other aftermarket performance enhancement 
n) Any non-US Spec factory equipment (e.g. “ROW” suspension 
components or Euro-spec engines, if different from US-spec). 
o) Installation of factory or aftermarket front wheels with a width greater 
than the widest front wheels available from the factory for that model range, 
and rear wheels with a width greater than the widest rear wheels available 
from the factory for that model range; any increase in track (front or rear) 
greater than 14mm over stock. 
p) Installation of tires with a section width more than 20mm wider than 
the largest tire available from the factory for that model range. 
 
Proposed Rule: 
 
II DRIVING EVENT CLASSES 

. 

. 

. 
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D. Class definitions are as follows: 
 
1.   STREET STOCK CLASSES  

. 

. 

. 
The following are specifically allowed: 
a) Any US Spec factory original equipment, whether stock or optional, for 
that model and year of car.  Factory options (not aftermarket products, except 
wheels) may be installed after delivery of the vehicle only if they were originally 
available for that year and model.  
b) Aftermarket or dDifferent factory wheels if they were available as a 
factory option for that model series except as prohibited in paragraph o., 
below. Section XIII Part K requires that the tire must be covered by the fender. 
 
The following modifications are specifically not allowed: 
a) Any aftermarket enhancement listed in Section III that is not mentioned 
in the above list of allowed modifications. 
b) Any T N-spec or OEM tire with a tread wear ratings of less than 140 
200 or any non-N-spec/OEM tire with a tread wear rating of less than 
201. the OEM tire tread wear for that model and year of car, whichever is 
lower. Cars that came from the factory with lower treadwear rating 
tires must run in CC classes or change to tires that meet the above 
criteria. 
c) Any tire that is not street legal  
d) Modification to any part of the engine, transmission, or 
differential, including (but not limited to) airbox, intake system, fuel 
system, ignition system, ECU, headers, catalytic converters, exhaust, 
and flywheel. or removal of catalytic converter or aftermarket replacement 
of original mufflers 
e) Any modification to the suspension except if installing a 
complete factory sports suspension that was available as an option for 
the specific model and year of the car.  Modification or replacement of 
factory airbox, air intake system or filter to increase flow 
f) Any modification to the body (including splitters, spoilers, and 
wings) except those available as an option for the specific model and 
year of the car. Headers or aftermarket exhaust 
g) Aftermarket mass airflow kits  
h) DME chips, ECU flashing or other engine management reprogramming 
i) Modifications that require 100+ octane fuel  
j) Lightweight flywheels  
k) Enlarging fenders beyond factory dimensions. 
l)g) Reduction of weight by removal or swapping out of any stock 
components (with the exception wheels and tires as outlined above). However, 
loose items such as the spare tire, tools, jack, manual, floor mats, and 
detachable targa roof (AX only -- roof must be in place for DE/TT) may be 
removed. 
m)h) Any other aftermarket performance enhancement 
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n)i) Any non-US Spec factory equipment (e.g. “ROW” suspension 
components or Euro-spec engines, if different from US-spec).  
o)j) Installation of factory or aftermarket front wheels with a width greater 
than the widest front wheels available from the factory for that model range, 
and rear wheels with a width greater than the widest rear wheels available 
from the factory for that model range; any increase in track (front or rear) 
greater than 14mm over stock.  
k) Any factory wheels that were not either standard or a factory option 
for that model range. Only front wheels may be used at the front of 
the car. Only rear wheels may be used at the rear of the car. 
p)l) Installation of tires with a section width more than 20mm wider than 
the largest tire dimensions (section width, aspect ratio, and wheel 
diameter) other than those available from the factory as standard or a 
factory option for that model range. 
 
 
Rationale: 
 
There has been a lot of discussion about how SS don’t really apply anymore as 
they allow too much modification to be done to a car and therefore are missing 
the original point of running a car “as delivered”.    
 
There has also been discussion that we have drifted too far from the genesis 
of the SS classes, which was to give the casual driver a place to run in their 
show room stock car. 
 
And there has been a lot of heartburn among the general PCA membership as 
to how much car setup “gaming” has sometimes gone on in the SS classes.  
Once you search out the stickiest tires within the tread wear limits and 
purchase different wheels, you are looking for some sort of advantage over 
your competition. 
 
After reviewing all the various proposals regarding SS classes from the PCA 
general membership the Rules Committee has come to the conclusion that the 
PCA SS classes are primarily designed for people who just want to run a 
completely stock street car, and concentrate on driving and having fun. By the 
SS class structure’s very nature, the wide grouping of cars is not conducive to 
“close” competition. Therefore, this proposal changes the wheel and tire 
requirements to factory OEM wheels, tires to factory specs (bringing us in line 
with Parade Rules, by limiting these sizes to what was available on the car 
from the factory), and treadwear restrictions which effectively eliminates the 
use of SCCA  Street stock “Tire Wars” tires from PCA SS classes. 
 
Drivers who want to compete on sticky tires or optimize their cars for their 
specific class  are encouraged to run in CC classes, where the competition will 
be much closer, which is what those classes are designed for. 
 
This proposal also simplifies the list of non-allowed changes. 
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There will always be drivers who resist rule changes that remove a competitive 
advantage that they have enjoyed, but if these drivers have been effective in 
SS classes we suspect they will continue to be effective running in CC classes 
as well where competition tends to be much closer.  We believe this proposal 
improves overall fairness among the general PCA membership and improves 
the sense of fair play among all competitors, not just the ones who have chosen 
specialized wheels and tires to run in a Showroom Stock class. 
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Driving Events Proposal #2 – Points for Aftermarket Aero Mods - 
APPROVED 
 
Executive Summary: 
 
This change would make a distinction between “Other factory” aero car 
mods and “Aftermarket” aero car mods, levying 40 points for the use of 
“Aftermarket” aero car mods. 
 
Current Rule: 
 
III ASSESSMENT OF POINTS 

. 

. 

. 
PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT POINTS 

. 

. 

. 
Y.  Non-stock wing, and/or front lip and/or spoiler    

Factory (within model series)     10 
Other factory or aftermarket     20 

 
Within model series means factory items that were available for the model 
series of the car. See Appendix B for the model series chart. Once an 
aerodynamic modification is made, both ends of the car should be improved to 
preserve balance. 
 
Proposed Rule: 
 
III ASSESSMENT OF POINTS 

. 

. 

. 
PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT POINTS 

. 

. 

. 
Y.  Non-stock wing, and/or front lip and/or spoiler    

Factory (within model series)     10 
Other factory or aftermarket (not within model series) 20 
Any aftermarket (including canards, strakes, and diffusers) 

          40 
 
Within model series means factory items that were available for the model 
series of the car. See Appendix B for the model series chart. Once an 
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aerodynamic modification is made, both ends of the car should be improved to 
preserve balance. 
 
Rationale:  
 
While most factory aerodynamic aids (excluding GT2, GT3, and GT4 variants) 
are primarily to combat lift, aftermarket aerodynamic aids have the potential 
to add significant amounts of downforce not accounted for in the old version 
of the points assessments. Separating aftermarket aero aids into a separate 
points assessment category addresses this, and accounts for the increased 
downforce not available via other factory options. 
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Driving Events Proposal #3 – Points for Late Model Stability 
Control Feature - APPROVED 
 
Executive Summary: 
 
This change would account for the performance advantage that Porsche 
Stability Management in the latest generation of cars provides to the average 
driving event participant by levying a 10 point base point adder to those 991, 
981, and 718 cars that come with this feature as standard. 
 
Current Rule: 
 

- None - 

 
Proposed Rule: 
 
All 991/981/718 car models that come with Stability Management 
(PSM/PSM Sport/ESC) as standard equipment will get a +10 base 
point adjustment. 
 
 
Rationale:  
 
While the performance advantages of the older versions of stability 
management is debatable (and sometimes a hindrance), the Stability 
Management in the newest cars (991/981/718) is a definite advantage at any 
driving event, especially, as it makes it easy for unskilled drivers to maximize 
the use of tire grip and corrects their driving mistakes instantaneously. 
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Concours  

Concours Proposal #1 – No Shortening of Judging Time - 
APPROVED 
 
Executive Summary: 
 
This change would eliminate the option of declaring a judging time of less 
than 5 minutes per component. 
 
Current Rule: 
 
IV JUDGING 
 
E. For each division other than Wash & Shine, each component of the car 
will typically be judged for five (5) minutes. A shorter time period may be used, 
so long as it is announced to all judges and contestants by the event 
chairperson or head judge prior to the start of judging. For the exterior 
component, the one-minute walk-around will be counted in the total time. After 
the walk-around, all compartments (door, trunk, glove box, etc.) as requested 
will be opened off the clock. Judging then resumes for the exterior and begins 
for all other components of the car. The exterior judge is to stop judging at the 
point where one minute remains for the judging of areas other than the 
exterior, thus allowing the same time for all areas. 
 
Proposed Rule: 
 
IV JUDGING 
 
E. For each division other than Wash & Shine, each component of the car 
will typically be judged for five (5) minutes. A shorter time period may be used, 
so long as it is announced to all judges and contestants by the event 
chairperson or head judge prior to the start of judging. For the exterior 
component, the one-minute walk-around will be counted in the total time. After 
the walk-around, all compartments (door, trunk, glove box, etc.) as requested 
will be opened off the clock. Judging then resumes for the exterior and begins 
for all other components of the car. The exterior judge is to stop judging at the 
point where one minute remains for the judging of areas other than the 
exterior, thus allowing the same time for all areas. 
 
Rationale: 
 
This rule in its current form has the potential to cause much divisiveness and 
controversy. The offending provision is intended to allow judging teams to 
move more quickly when dealing with large numbers of cars by allowing event 
organizers at individual events to modify the judging procedure by reducing 
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the judging time below the five minutes specified in the rules. The proposed 
rule change would eliminate this provision. 
 
Such modifications to procedure make little difference at an individual event, 
because within that event the procedures are uniform across the field. 
However, the modification of procedure at an individual event in the Zone 8 
series which this rule allows can disrupt the process of determining the winners 
of year end division trophies, as occurred in 2015. The division year-end winner 
is the entrant who has the best four scores for the year and has satisfied other 
eligibility requirements for a year-end award. Those competing for a year-end 
award need not have attended all of the same events. The underlying 
assumption is that judging from one event to another is uniform, so that raw 
scores can be compared from one event to another. The Zone exerts 
considerable effort to promote consistent judging, by providing a Manual for 
Concours Judges and holding judging schools each year, but if the procedures 
vary from one event to another, judging uniformity cannot be assumed. It 
should be evident that, all other things being equal, a car judged for a shorter 
period of time is likely to obtain a higher score than one subjected to longer 
scrutiny. As an example, in the case of reducing the judging time from five 
minutes to four, the car judged for four minutes has a 20% advantage over 
the other car or, expressed differently, a 20% lower probability that a given 
flaw will be found by a judge. Allowing for such deviations incorporates the 
potential for unfairness into the concours rules, violating the fundamental 
principles expressed in the general rules: “The Zone 8 Rules committee 
espouses . . . fairness to entrants.” (General Rule II Guiding Principles) These 
principles form the boundaries within which all of the more specific rules 
written for each type of competition must lie. 
 
The potential for such a problem might be offset if the rule also provided a 
great benefit, but this is not the case. The mechanics of judging dictate that 
the actual span of time during which judging occurs is six minutes, plus the 
pause during which the entrant opens doors, deck lids and various covers and 
perhaps takes out the spare tire or toolkit. But additional time is unavoidably 
consumed by activities such as making introductions, handing out forms and 
discussing deductions. In the process of participating in judging at a substantial 
percentage of the events held over the last decade or so in the Zone, I have 
had the opportunity to measure total times for judging. In my experience, 
under optimum conditions the total time required to judge a car is not less 
than about 12 minutes, and this is achievable only when all of the cars assigned 
to a specific judging team are lined up next to each other, every entrant is 
readily available when the team shows up at his or her car and no time is lost 
on things such as completing paperwork which should have been filled out in 
advance. More often, time is wasted looking for cars and for entrants who are 
not waiting with their cars. Sometimes delays are unavoidable because 
entrants are also working elsewhere as judges. So under the best of 
circumstances eliminating a minute from the judging time only shaves eight 
percent off the total judging time, and usually the percentage of time saved 
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would be significantly lower. This benefit is certainly not enough to justify the 
risk of controversy such as occurred last year. 
 

Concours Proposal #2 – Change Unrestored Stock Age Limit - 
APPROVED 
 
Executive Summary: 
 
This change would change the age requirement for Unrestored Stock 
Division from 10 years old to 20 years old. 
 
Current Rule: 
 
III CAR CLASSIFICATION 

. 

. 

. 
C. UNRESTORED STOCK DIVISION 

. 

. 

. 
Unrestored Stock entries are Porsches, a minimum 10 model years old,  
(current model year minus 10 years, Y-10), with a minimum of 75% Porsche 
Factory applied paint and 75% Porsche Factory installed interior, with both 
interior and exterior dating from the time of the original manufacture and 
installed or applied at the time of the original manufacture at the factory. 
 
Proposed Rule: 
 
III CAR CLASSIFICATION 

. 

. 

. 
C. UNRESTORED STOCK DIVISION 

. 

. 

. 
Unrestored Stock entries are Porsches, a minimum 1020 model years old,  
(current model year minus 1020 years, Y-1020), with a minimum of 75% 
Porsche Factory applied paint and 75% Porsche Factory installed interior, with 
both interior and exterior dating from the time of the original manufacture and 
installed or applied at the time of the original manufacture at the factory. 
 
Rationale: 
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While it is a laudable goal to maintain a Porsche automobile in excellent 
condition for an extended period of time, it is suggested that the time period 
required to elapse before eligibility to enter a car in the Unrestored Division be 
changed from ten (10) years to twenty (20) years. This is primarily due to the 
dramatically increased durability of paint and interior components of modern 
Porsches as well as the ability of many owners to dedicate their Porsche 
primarily for enjoyment instead of daily commuting. To clarify, it is a relatively 
simple task to carefully maintain a car for ten years if it is used sparingly and 
carefully as many Porsches are, especially those which the owner chooses 
preserve as an example of originality and cleanliness. It should also be 
apparent that a ten-year-old car would not normally be a candidate for 
restoration (new interior and/or paint), even under careful daily commuting 
use. 
 


